The navigation for hypersonic cruise vehicle (HCV) is a challenging task because of the complex vehicle dynamic and sensor measurement noise it suffered. This paper proposes a kind of adaptive robust Kalman filter using Mahalanobis distance for HCV navigation. The innovation-based adaptive estimation is discussed first. Based on Mahalanobis distance theory, a kind of robust covariance matrix estimation method is used to modify the innovation-based adaptive Kalman filter. Considering that the vehicle maneuver characteristics and noise statistics parameters varies during different periods, dual-frequency tuning for unknown noise statistics is designed based on this. The algorithm proposed by this paper is applied to hypersonic cruise vehicle navigation. Simulation has been made to verify the performance of the new algorithm according to HCV flight profile and characteristics; both Gaussian and non-Gaussian simulation are included.
INTRODUCTION
High accuracy position, velocity, and attitude estimation are required for many aerospace vehicle mission objectives. Such accuracy requirements are typically achieved by an integrated inertial navigation system (INS). In which external aids are used to prevent error accumulation due to uncompensated instrument errors and geodetic/geophysical uncertainties. For integrated navigation system, the sensor fusion algorithm design is a critical technology [1] .
The air-breathing hypersonic cruise vehicle (HCV) is focused for its significant application value and recent success of scramjet engine test [2] . The navigation for HCV is an interesting and challenging task since it brings lots of new problems. The modeling of such a system working at high speed (Mach 5~10) in near space (20~40 km) can be quite difficult, bringing challenges to the application of model-relayed conventional KF [3, 4] . When precise knowledge on the models are not available, adaptive KF (AKF) has been intensively investigated for tuning the filter continuously, so as to prevent divergence and improve filtering performance. The innovation-based covariance matching technique is a popular method. It calculates the covariance estimation with limited sample in a window and attempts to make the filter theoretical covariance consistent with it [5, 6] .
Although AKF can improve the filtering performance, but there are still two problems need to be solved when it be applied to HCV. First, the window size in covariance matching is difficult to determine, since the HCV navigation system is affect by both fast and slow changing factors during flight [7] . The estimation converges to the true value as the window size becomes larger. However, large window size and stationary condition are contradictory requirements for kinematic navigation sensors fusion applications. Second, the presence of outliers and non-Gaussianity can create problems of robustness with the use of sample covariance [4] . Therefore some additional steps must be taken to identify the outliers before forming the covariance estimates. For this reason, it is important to develop filtering methods that are robust with respect to deviations from the assumed Gaussian distribution and apply it in HCV.
In this paper, a kind of adaptive robust Kalman filter using Mahalanobis distance is presented. The innovation-based estimation with dual-frequency tuning for unknown noise statistics is proposed, then outlier identification based on Mahalanobis distances is introduced to increase the robustness of covariance matrix estimation. The algorithm of this paper is applied to hypersonic cruise vehicle navigation to solve the non-Gaussian and uncertainty of noise in navigation sensor fusion.
DUAL-FREQUENCY ADAPTIVE KALMAN FILTER 2.1. Conventional Kalman Filter
The process model and measurement model of integrated navigation system are represented as
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Where X(k) is (n ¥ 1) state vector, F(k, k -1) is (n ¥ n) transition matrix, W(k -1) is (n ¥ 1) process noise vector with covariance of Q(k -1), Z(k) is (m ¥ 1) measurement vector, H(k) is measurement matrix. V(k) is (n ¥ 1) measurement noise vector with covariance of R(k).
Given an initial estimate of the state at time k denoted by X(0) and associated state estimate error covariance matrix P(0), the state estimate and covariance matrix can be estimated by KF.
State prediction
Measurement update
From the incoming measurement Z(k) and predicted X(k, k -1), the innovation is defined as (8) The innovation reflects the additional information available to the filter as a consequence of the new observation Z(k). According to Eq.(2)-Eq.(8), the innovation covariance is given by
For a stationary statue, the actual value of innovation covariance can be calculated through averaging inside a moving estimation window of size N. (10) Where N is the number of samples (usually referred to the window size), i 0 = k -N + 1is the first sample inside the estimation window.
Dual-frequency Tuning Strategy
In case that the filter achieves estimation optimality, the actual innovation covariance based on the sampled sequence of Eq. and the theoretical innovation covariance of Eq. (16) should be equal. So the ratio of the actual innovation covariance based on the sampled sequence to the theoretical innovation covariance will be employed for dynamically tuning filter parameters [6] , as Eq. (11) shows.
The time-varying suboptimal scaling factor is used for on-line tuning the predicted state covariance and adjusting the filter gain to enhance tracking capability. The optimum fading factors can be calculated (12) As the strength of measurement noise varies with the change of environment, R-adaptation in addition to P-adaptation is needed to adjust the noise strength and improve filter estimation performance:
As we known, the environment factors affecting INS, such as temperature, height and location, air pressure etc., which change relative slower comparing with vehicle maneuver. For GPS and CNS, some factors change slowly, like satellites or stars orientation, and some change quickly, such as the number of visible satellites or stars and signal blockage etc. When the vehicle is in maneuver, Figure. 1 shows. In the system architecture two different window sizes are used, the lager window size for R-adaptation to slowly changing factors, the small window for P-adaptation to fast changing factors. Further detail regarding the adaptive tuning loop is illustrated by the flow charts shown in Figure. 2. In Figure. 2, the portions of "dual-frequency adaptive tuning" contain two blocks, which indicated by the dot lines, represents the
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For P-adaptation R-adaptation loop and P-adaptation loop, respectively [8] . Obviously, the P-adaptation loop is processed at higher frequency than R-adaptation loop for smaller window size is used in Figure. 1, so the system can be adjusted to both fastly and slowly changing factors in INS/GPS/CNS integrated system.
ROBUST WEIGHTING FOR DAKF 3.1. Covariance Matrix Estimation Using Mahalanobis Distance
For HCV navigation, the vehicle dynamic, flight environment and sensor failure create problems of robustness. For instance, outliers of GPS errors may occur due to the large atmospheric propagation delays, which are caused by low inclination angles to distant satellites at high altitudes. Moreover, star sensor of CNS will exhibit non-Gaussian noise characteristics due to the aero-optical effect in hypersonic flight [9] . This would affect the reliability of innovation covariance obtained by averaging the samples in the moving estimation window, as shown in Eq. (10) In order to overcome this problem, an outlier identification theory, known as Mahalanobis distances, can be used. The Mahalanobis distances theory is based on the weighted Euclidean norm of the separation between a possible outlier and the sample mean.
Given a cloud of m points in n dimensions represented by the innovation vectors d(i) for i = i 0 … k, the Mahalanobis distances are defined as [10] (14)
Where C d (k) can be calculated as Eq. (10). The Mahalanobis distances represent the surface of an n-dimensional ellipsoid centered at the sample mean. The square of the Mahalanobis distances follow a c 2 distribution with n degrees of freedom, assuming that the input data are Gaussian. Therefore, an outlier identification method considering all points satisfying Eq (15) . to be outliers, where a is the probability that a value falls inside the ellipse. (15) While the Mahalanobis distances are simple to conceptualize and easy to compute, the method suffers from sensitivity to clusters of outliers. A robust form of the covariance matrix by the statistics MD i weighting is constructed. Specifically, the proposed covariance formulation is
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Where w i are the weights calculated from the statistics for specified probability a in Eq. (17) (17) Thus, the innovation-based covariance matching technique can be modified by using a robust form for the covariance estimate method of the measurement and process noise statistics. Compared with conventional method of Eq.(10), the method using Mahalanobis distance of Eq. (16) can obtain more reliable solution in non-Gaussian environment by weighting innovation samples.
Huber-based Measurement Update
Huber filtering technique is a recursive form of the generalized maximumlikelihood regression theory. The measurement update can be written as the linear regression problem in Eq. (18):
The regression problem can be further simplified by defining the quantities: 24) and Eq.(25), Huber filter weights predicted state estimate and measurements of sensor by reweighted matrix y(k) to restrain the effect of outliers from GPS and CNS measurements and adjust the weight of state prediction and measurements information. Because measurements of GPS and CNS are asynchronous, the dimension of iterative measurement matrix M(k) and iterative measurement vector Z(k) is variable at different time, which should be considered in the iterative procedure.
Calculate the iterative residual vector:
The dimension of the iterative residual vector is denoted by n, the reweighted matrix is:
The components in Eq.(27) are calculated follow the Huber function [11] : (28) Where V(k) (i) is the i th element of residual, g is the shoulder parameter, g = 1.345 in common sense to balance the accuracy and robustly.
By weighting measurements of sensors according to its deviations from the Gaussian case, the Huber filter can provide robustness with respect to those outliers or non-Gaussian case.
Summarize of Improved Robust Adaptive Filter
The improved robust adaptive filter is illustrated by the flow charts shown in Figure. 3, which contains three portions. The "state prediction" and "dualfrequency adaptive" portions have been discussed in section 2, similar with Figure. 2. In addition, the robust covariance matrix estimation using Mahalanobis distance in section 3.1 is used to give appropriate weight of innovation samples in past epochs. So the reliability of dual-frequency adaptive tuning is improved in non-Gaussian environment, which is based on statistics of innovation samples. Since the R(k) and P(k, k -1) is estimated accurately, robust Huber-based measurement update method in section 3.2 is also used to restrain the influence of outliers at current epoch.
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APPLICATION TO HYPERSONIC CRUISE VEHICLE NAVIGATION 4.1. Structure of HCV Navigation System
The typical flight profile of HCV is shown in Figure. 4. The flight begins with a boost phase, where the HCV is dropped from the carrier aircraft at about 9000m and ascends to an altitude of approximately 28000m. At this point, the HCV separates from the stack, stabilizes, and the hypersonic cruise phase begins, with the working of scramjet propulsion the lasting several minutes. Following the hypersonic cruise phase, the vehicle follows a descent trajectory that includes various maneuvers [11] . During the whole mission showed in Figure. 4, HCV must make use of various navigation sensors in order to estimate the dynamic parameter of the vehicle at any instant in time. The SINS is a self-contained system with high short term stability and high data rate, immune to jamming as well as interference. SINS can be used as the navigation reference of SINS/GPS/CNS system. GPS has good long-term accuracy of position and velocity. These complementary performance characteristics can be exploited to integrate INS with GPS synergistically so that short term and long term stabilities and accuracy of position and velocity, can be both obtained. However, for Scramjet Engine of HCV which demands attitude accuracy more rigorously, it cannot be satisfied with the integrated SINS/GPS system [12] . To remedy that problem, the method integrating with a high attitude measurement system is considered. One system is the CNS, which has good attitude measurement accuracy with a star sensor to obtain star information. By inducing the information from star sensor to integrated SINS/GPS system, namely integrated SINS/GPS/CNS system, higher attitude accuracy can be acquired [13] . This paper builds a set of integrated SINS/GPS/CNS system with an adaptive robust filter for processing measurements shown in Figure. 5.
In Figure. 5, the SINS provide angular and translational information: attitude, position, velocity, angular rate and linear acceleration of the HCV, as reference information of the whole system. These outputs are also used to update time in adaptive robust filter because of its high data rate. The GPS provides position and velocity while the CNS provides attitude of the HCV both are in lower data rate than IMU; until these measurements come out, the adaptive robust filter synchronously combines them with measurements from SINS by matching the measurement model adaptively. Finally, the states estimates are feedback to modify INS errors and provide reliable navigation information for the HCV. Where f E , f N , f U are platform error angles, dv E , dv N , dv U are velocity error relative to the Earth, dL, dl, dh, are position vector, e bx , e by , e bz , e rx , e ry , e rz , are gyroscope bias errors and first-order Markov process respectively, ∇ x , ∇ y , ∇ z are accelerometer bias errors. Where R M , R N are the radiuses of curvature in meridian and prime vertical respectively, V GPS is the measurement noise vector composed of GPS position error and velocity errors.
Modeling of the SINS/GPS/CNS

Measurement equations
The CNS provides attitude information. As shown in Eq.(32), the measurement information of the INS/CNS measurement equation consists of the difference between the roll, pitch and heading angle exported by the INS and the roll, pitch and heading angle exported by the CNS [15] .
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Where A 3¥3 is the transformation matrix from INS platform error angle to attitude error angle, and (33) In Eq.(33), V CNS is measurement noise vector composed of the CNS roll, pitch and heading angle errors.
SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
Simulation Overview
To validate the performance of the proposed robust adaptive filter algorithm, this paper builds an SINS/GPS/CNS simulation system, including Gaussian simulation and non-Gaussian simulation.
A hypersonic trajectory for HCV is designed based primarily on reconstructed trajectory X-43A second test. Several extensions to the original report are also derived and implemented to produce realistic truth inertial measurement unit signals. The yaw, pitch and roll rates as well as velocity are transformed so that they may be used as the gyro and accelerator signals in the inertial navigation system simulation.
The integrated navigation system simulation uses the inertial gyros with medium precision 0.01°/h; the accelerators precision is 1e-4g. The output frequency of SINS, star sensor and GPS is 50Hz, 2Hz, and 1Hz respectively. The time of flight is 1800s.
Measurement noise set for Gaussian simulation
Considering the variation of GPS measurement noise during the whole flight showed in Figure. 3, the actual measurement noise is assumed to be changing with variances, as Table.1 The internal measurement noise covariance matrix R(0) in filter is set according to position accuracy of 15 m, velocity accuracy of 0.2 m/s. The CNS only worked in hypersonic cruise phase and its attitude accuracy is 0.01 deg [16] .
Measurement noise set for non-Gaussian simulation
As discussed above, large atmospheric propagation delays and aero-optical effect can lead to outlier and non-Gaussian noise characteristics of GPS and CNS, especially in hypersonic cruise phase. In simulation of this paper, nonGaussian simulation is made primarily for hypersonic cruise phase as follows GPS data outliers: the time interval is 10~30s randomly; the amplitude of noise is 3~8 times of standard variance.
CNS data outliers: the time interval is 20~50s randomly; the amplitude of noise is 2~5 times of standard variance.
Covariance Matrix Estimation Analysis
Gaussian simulation
This section describes the results of Gaussian simulation, applying the dualfrequency adaptive Kalman filter (DAKF) techniques to the INS/GPS/CNS integrated navigation system of HCV to validate its performances. Figure. 6(a) shows the variation of actual GPS position noise strength (standard deviation (STD) errors) during the whole flight, as well as its value set in KF and estimated by DAKF.
By compare the curves in Figure. 6(a), it can be concluded that DAKF can give favorable estimation of strength of GPS noise and tuning the R(k) as appropriate values. It can also be noticed that the value in KF can't adapt to the variation of GPS errors. Similar conclusion can be made on CNS.
Non-Gaussian simulation
In this section, Mahalanobis distance is used in DAKF, which called Robust DAKF (RDAKF) here, non-Gaussian simulation is made. The STD of GPS position error in KF, DAKF and RDAKF in non-Gaussian is compared in Figure. 6(b) .
In Figure. 6(b), estimated accuracy of GPS noise strength in DAKF is influenced by outlier significantly, shows large diverge from actual value. By using Mahalanobis distance in covariance matrix estimation, the RDAKF shows robusty in Non-Gaussian environment. The accuracy estimation of GPS noise strength is helpful for improve the performance of integrated navigation of HCV.
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Navigation Performance Analysis
Gaussian simulation
This section analysis the navigation performance using different methods. Some result of Gaussian simulation is showed in Table. 2 and Figure. 7 (a) . The DAKF shows better navigation performance than using KF in Gaussian simulation, because it can adapt to both fast and slowly changing factors by tuning P and R matrix in filter.
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Non-Gaussian simulation
Navigation RMS error of KF, DAKF and RDAKF in Gaussian simulation is shows in Table. 3. The navigation error curves in non-Gaussian simulation are shows in Figure. 7 (b).
As the DAKF curves in Figure. 7 (a) and Figure. 7 (b) shows, the navigation performance using DAKF shows serious reduction in non-Gaussian case compared with Gaussian case. When GPS and CNS affected by outliers, RDAKF indicates better robusty than KF and DAKF. As shown in Figure. 7 and Table. 3, RDAKF showed higher accuracy of position, velocity and attitude than both DAKF and KF, for it can restrain the influence of outliers in both previous innovation samples and current innovation by introducing the Mahalanobis distance and Huber-based measurement update methods. These robust weighting technologies is known to cause an increase in the estimation error due to the fact that all measurements are processed as if they were outliers, receiving less weight, than a technique that is able to distinguish outlying measurements and weight them accordingly.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents an adaptive robust Kalman filter using Mahalanobis distance for hypersonic cruise vehicle navigation. Based on the innovationbased adaptive estimation, a kind of robust covariance matrix estimation using Mahalanobis distance is researched. Then dual-frequency tuning for unknown noise statistics is proposed to make the filtering adapted to both fast and slowly changing factors in INS/GPS/CNS integrated system during different flight phase of HCV.
Through the digital simulation, it indicates that the adaptive robust Kalman filter using Mahalanobis distance can improve the accuracy of HCV navigation obviously. The dual-frequency adaptive Kalman filter can obtain favorable estimation of measurement noise covariance. It have significant improvement of navigation accuracy compared with conventional Kalman filter on the condition of vehicle maneuver characteristics and noise statistics parameters varies at different periods; when using Mahalanobis distance in covariance matrix estimation based on this, the performance is further improved in nonGaussian environment, which is suitable for HCV flight mission. The filtering method of this paper can be applied to other multi-sensor integrated navigation system of aircraft worked in high-dynamic and complex varied environment.
